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By contrasting contemporary art with recent scientific developments, it is possible to demonstrate
that art today not only serves to comment on science, but also represents a form of research and
knowledge production in its own right, though one belonging to a radically different
epistemological tradition. Moving beyond the postulated dichotomy of the “objective” sciences
and the “subjective” arts, contemporary art shows us that art is no longer limited to the production
of beautiful artefacts, but has established its role as a legitimate form of knowledge production in
its own right. Today the engagement of art with science ranges from artists’ iconological handling
of scientific imaging to research projects executed as artistic endeavours by artists working in the
laboratory. In the last two decades we have seen a number of artists leave the traditional artistic
playground to work instead in scientific contexts such as the laboratories of molecular biologists.
Such artistic interventions in genetics and biological forms have made possible new means of
artistic expression and art forms, like ‘Transgenic Art’ and ‘Bio-Art’. These new art forms differ
dramatically from more traditional artistic approaches that explore the natural and additionally
have developed new methodologies. More radically these new art forms have crossed the
boundaries between the artificial and the natural, provoking a different understanding of ‘nature’.
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